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HK13: Phi Phi Island by Big Boat
(Full Day)

Destination DurationPhuket

Tour Description

Schedule & Trip

Half Day 8 Hours

During your holiday in Phuket there is at least one must do day trip and that’s a visit to 
Phi Phi Island. It is composed of two rocky, tree-covered islets: Phi Phi Don with long 
powdery beaches and the high rocky Phi Phi Ley where the movie “the beach” was 
filmed.
Enjoy a day at leisure, taking in the stunning tropical landscapes. Swim and snorkel in 
the crystal-clear waters and marvel at the colorful marine life and exotic coral reefs.. 
Relax on board in one of the air conditioned lounges or on deck. VIP passengers will 
also visit our unique Undersea Aquarium, a great chance for non swimmers to get up 
close with the local marine life. Lunch is served in The Phi Phi Hotel just a short walk 
from the Pier at Ton Sai Bay. 

07.30 - 8.00 Pick up time depends on hotel area.
Depart Depart to Phi Phi Islands by Express Boat. Complimentary coffee, tea and dessert 
served on board. (It takes 2 hrs. from Phuket to Phi Phi Island)

Arrive to Phi Phi Ley Island for Sightseeing around Maya Bay, LohSamah Bay, Pileh Bay & 
Viking Cave.
Swimming, Snorkling& relaxing with colorful tropical fish at Coral Bay (AoTonsai) and 
enjoy the crystal clear water.
After Great Lunch at Phi Phi Don. You get free time to explore the surrounding and relax-
ing on the beach.

Back to the boat at Tonsai Pier and depart from Phi Phi Island to Phuket
Arrive to the pier and transfer to your hotel


